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Stockholm, December 17, 2015

INVISIO moves up to Nasdaq’s Mid Cap segment
INVISIO (IVSO) will be moved to the Mid Cap segment on Nasdaq Stockholm on
January 2, 2016. The change from the Small Cap segment is a result of Nasdaq's
annual review of the average market values within the Nordic market segments.

INVISIO was listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange Small Cap list on May 29 this year.

"We are happy and proud of our performance during the year. In a short time, we have made
important progress and gained increased attention from both customers and investors. Since the
listing last spring the number of shareholders and share liquidity have increased significantly and we
are experiencing strong interest from institutional investors in Scandinavia, Europe and North
America. By moving to Mid Cap, we get more visibility and better opportunities to create long-term
contacts with the stock market," says Lars Højgård Hansen, CEO of INVISIO.

INVISIO won several important contracts in 2015 and has strengthened its position in the market for
advanced hearing protection and communication solutions. Major orders were received from
military customers in the UK, Canada and Australia, all with delivery in 2016. The US army is already
one of INVISIO’s most important customers.

As a result of its positive development and a general increase in interest from investors, in December
the company strengthened its organization with a Director of Investor Relations & Corporate
Communications.

For more information, please contact:
Lars Højgård Hansen, CEO, INVISIO Communications
Mobile: + 45 53 72 7722
E-mail: lhh@invisio.com

Tina Dackemark Lawesson, Director Investor Relations & Corporate Communications
Mobile: + 45 53 72 7733
E-mail: tdl@invisio.com

About INVISIO
INVISIO Communications AB is a public company listed on the NASDAQ Stockholm Exchange (ticker code:
IVSO). INVISIO specializes in hearing protection and voice communications in difficult conditions. The company
develops and sells communication solutions such as advanced headsets, control units and accessories for use
with two-way radio for professional users who often work in difficult environments. The customers are mainly
found in the military and military special forces but also in police and SWAT teams, emergency services, the
security sector, and various industries throughout the world. Additional information is available on the
company's website at www.invisio.com.


